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The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary,
entrepreneur
When he founded the Erwin Hymer Group,
Erwin Hymer not only established a
highly successful group of companies but
also revolutionised camping in general.

Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure
of the European caravan and motorhome sector

Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur
and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of these
were typical of Erwin Hymer. From humble beginnings, our
company’s founder, who passed away in April 2013, created
a group of companies which now ranks among the leading
motorhome and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is
active worldwide.

For over 60 years, the EHG has produced a range of different
series, models and layouts. Many of its motorhomes and caravans have set standards and ushered in new trends − especially
in terms of technology, comfort and design, as well as quality
and safety. For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorporating customers’ wishes into the development of new and improved
vehicles was always a matter of principle.

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ calling, and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the
southern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year
later, he developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in
collaboration with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began
a new era! The next decisive step came in 1971 with the launch
of the first HYMER motorhome – a key milestone in our long
corporate history!

For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless creativity has shaped the entire industry. His whole life’s work
provides us with a model for future corporate decisions.
As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been inseparably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and professionalism that goes into the development and construction
of our vehicles is appreciated by our customers. We at HYMER
are not only proud of over 60 years of company history, but
also of our employees, who devote their energy and ideas on
a daily basis to making “travel in the original” possible.

ERIBA way

The ERIBA way | Pioneer
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A unique success story

Beginning with the legendary Touring models from the early
days of the company’s history, which have long since acquired
cult status, to the luxurious Nova model ranges of the present
day − ERIBA caravans have shaped a whole industry for over

The history of the ERIBA caravan.

1923

Alfons Hymer begins production
of agricultural vehicles.

1957

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

1998

The ERIBA Moving model range
sets new standards in caravan
design with its round body shape.

2014

The ERIBA Nova is honoured with
the European Innovation Award
for its innovative raum+system.

1960

Birth of the ERIBA Touring models
Puck, Faun and Troll, followed by
Pan, Familia, Triton and Titan.

2004

The redesigned ERIBA Nova is one
of the most modern caravans on
the market.

2016

Premium flagship:
The ERIBA Nova S with a modern
exterior design and premium
equipment features.
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1966

Introduction of the ERIBA Nova
model range.

2005

The ERIBA Feeling is developed as
a modern pop-top caravan.

2017

60 years on the move:
ERIBA celebrates its anniversary.

1976

Launch of the Eribette, a compact alternative to the ERIBA
Touring built of wood.

2012

The model range is supplemented with the ERIBA Exciting, for
young campers.

1978

The innovative PUAL body shell is
developed and proves its stability.

2013

The ERIBA Nova Light combines
the compact outer dimensions of
the ERIBA Feeling with the comfort features of the ERIBA Nova.

six decades. Novel technologies, consistent innovation and
supreme comfort and quality ensure maximum customer satisfaction and set ever new trends. Join us on a fascinating journey
back in time through the history of ERIBA caravans.

1980

ERIBA and HYMER merge to form
ERIBA-HYMER GmbH.

2014

The new space-saving models
of the Nova model range arrive on
the scene, strikingly attractive
and soundly practical.

2018

Retro design: the ERIBA Troll 530
in the “Rockabilly” and “Ocean
Drive” special models featuring
the cult 1950s design.

Visit the Erwin Hymer Museum
and discover the world of
motorhoming and the greatest
routes of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de

ERIBA way

The ERIBA way | History

Low overall height (226 cm)

Celebrating 40 years
of exceptional design

Streamlined tubular
steel construction

With perfect roadholding charac
teristics and a high degree of driving
stability

For minimal air resistance and
reduced fuel consumption

Pop-top roof

Unique two-component adhesive
Excellent insulation values

Water-repellent, rot-proof and lightweight

Even and fast heat distribution ensures perfect winter performance

Polyurethane foam and aluminium (PUAL)

With 26 mm sandwich insulation
and 1.95 m headroom

State-of-the-art design with no thermal loss,
which is extremely durable, yet lightweight

Automatic brake
adjustment
For considerably
shorter braking
distances

Outer skin made from
smooth aluminium

Anti-sway coupling

With reinforced pop-top roof made
from hail-proof GRP

With automatic overrun device
and automatic reversing
mechanism

Interior cladding

Gapless elastic bonding

With high-grade plywood panel

Of the roof and walls for outstanding
stability and torsion resistance

The Touring caravan from ERIBA.

The PUAL design from ERIBA.

The unique and timelessly elegant design of the ERIBA Touring is no accident. The exceptional concept featuring
a steel frame located beneath an aerodynamically designed aluminium skin has its origins in the aviation industry
and was perfected by an aeronautical engineer over 60 years ago.

The foundations for the unique outer shells made by ERIBA were laid back in 1978 when closed-cell polyurethane
foam was extruded between an aluminium outer shell and an interior, high-grade plywood panel for the very first time.

The Touring’s aerodynamic front section has numerous benefits for you on your travels, including lower air resistance and fuel consumption, as well as greater driving safety and perfect roadholding characteristics. Discover a
premium quality, fuel-efficient and compact travel pro that’s more than earned its cult status.

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.

The highly efficient PUAL design has its origins in the aviation industry and is made possible by a special twocomponent adhesive. In conjunction with special materials and composites, it withstands extreme loads, increases
the service life of the structure and minimises road noise. The so-called “adhesive edge”, which connects together
all of the main parts of the vehicle, is a crucial component. It acts like a shock absorber and counteracts all the
centrifugal and torsional forces that occur while driving.

ERIBA way

A prime example
of efficiency

ERIBA way

ERIBA HY-Tec
The future is now – discover the
unique ERIBA technology.

raum
raum+system

LED lighting

Heater

The innovative ERIBA raum+system gives you even more comfort and
space within the same dimensions. Completely clear stowage spaces,
large overhead lockers and the cellar space below the beds and seating
ensure a huge amount of extra storage as standard. The raum+system
also accommodates 2-metre-long beds, a U-shaped comfort seating
area and a roomy bathroom.

Energy-saving LED lights are installed throughout the vehicle for low
power consumption. The LED ambient lighting is also available as an
overhead locker trim. The benefit of this is that the overhead lockers
are illuminated from within.

The warm and cosy hot-water central heating system of the ERIBA Nova
guarantees an unrivalled level of comfort without any draughts. Thanks
to the convector heaters integrated in the furniture, air can circulate
freely and imperceptibly, ensuring a uniform temperature distribution.
Combined with the hot-water floor heating, you couldn’t be more snug.

Soft-Close

Air circulation

Entertainment

ERIBA comfort sleeping system

All kitchen drawers are roller-mounted for an ultra-smooth action.
They feature high-quality servo soft-touch closing mechanisms
and one-hand push-locks which prevent the drawers from opening
and rattling while the vehicle is in motion.

All overhead lockers have a void at the back as standard, through
which warm air can circulate freely. This ensures that major temperature variations and unwanted condensation in the interior can be
avoided.

The optional ERIBA SMART-Multimedia package includes a 22" LED TV
in the living area and a 19" LED TV in the sleeping area as well as a
DSP box, which makes it possible to watch television in the living area
at the same time as listening to the radio in the sleeping area, for
example.

Multi-zone cold foam mattresses offer many advantages when it comes
to ensuring a comfortable night’s sleep. The ERIBA comfort sleeping
system includes a high-quality sprung mattress to ensure precise counterpressure for every part of your body, helping to ensure a pleasant and
restful sleep.

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.

	4-circuit hot-water heating system with separate heater circuits
for different temperatures (e.g. in the bedroom and living area)
Floor heating also underneath the shower tray
Top marks in the cold chamber test
Installation out of sight underneath the wardrobe
	Integrated hot water boiler (also makes efficient use of the
heating energy)

ERIBA winter technology

The Plus system for more space.

Top marks in the cold chamber test.

The innovative raum+system gives you even more comfort and space within the same dimensions.
In the new ERIBA Nova you can enjoy extra freedom of movement and comfort thanks to a centrally
installed technical equipment unit and track system – and it all comes as standard!

Top insulation values thanks to 30 mm PUAL body shell design1
No more cold feet thanks to 50 mm polystyrene foam floor insulation1
	Ideal interior climate and heat distribution thanks to ERIBA rear
ventilation system
Drying drawer above heater1
Large, double-glazed windows
	Highly efficient heating concept –
optionally available with 4-circuit Alde heating system2
Hot-water floor heating2
100% frost-proof installation
First-class cold chamber test results
1) Only for ERIBA Nova
2) Optional extra

Premium quality fabrics

Storage plus

Comfort plus

Completely clear storage spaces

2-metre beds

Perfect accessibility

U-shaped comfort seating area

Damage-proof service installations:
+ Boiler in wardrobe
+ Underfloor fresh water tank
+ Instead of occupying the storage spaces, all plumbing/
wiring is safely integrated in the installation duct

Kitchen with 146 l Smart-Tower refrigerator

Generous 400 x 1,000 mm exterior flap under beds
Through-loading compartment/ski flap

Extra spacious bathroom
1.98 m headroom

raum

In your ERIBA you will discover the world’s largest selection of high-quality fabric combinations. We source most of our upholstery materials and imitation leather from renowned German manufacturers and established European weaving mills – for example,
our leather comes from an Italian partner.
All materials are processed by 30 sewing experts at our in-house sewing shop in
Bad Waldsee. For a fabric to be fitted in an ERIBA caravan, it must not only impress
in terms of design, but must also satisfy numerous quality standards – such as the
18 DIN ISO test standards, as well as passing the appropriate finish tests.
Take a closer look, and you will see that the structure of our fabrics is especially impressive. Their tight weave makes them highly durable and able to withstand all kinds
of stresses. Thanks to the additional lotus effect, liquids simply flow off the surface
and can be easily dabbed away.
The fabric and leather variants exhibit above-average light and colour fastness values
to cope with the high levels of solar radiation. They are also coated with a stain
protector and are thus extremely hard-wearing and easy to clean. Further tests for
rubbing fastness as well as abrasion and tear resistance are standard at ERIBA and
guarantee the highest quality – which is why ERIBA also offers a 10-year replacement
parts warranty on its own fabrics.

Unique surface quality
The finished surfaces are made from premium quality materials that are easy to
keep clean, and impervious to external influences. They are the result of a sophisticated design process that includes a high degree of innovation. This guarantees no
rattling or squeaking and no scratches or paint defects on surfaces. In addition, care
is taken throughout the interior to ensure uniform panel gaps and perfect workmanship on all components.

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.

ERIBA way

+
The raum system
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Rubrizierung

A touch of class – ERIBA caravans
Wide range of models.

Comfort class

Comfort Plus class

Superior class

Luxury class

Touring

ERIBA Feeling

Living

ERIBA Nova GL

ERIBA Nova SL

Nova S

Page 16

Page 28

Page 38

Page 56

Page 56

Page 68

ERIBA Nova Light

Exciting

Page 28

Page 48

ERIBA way
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ERIBA Touring
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The cult caravan for individualists.
ERIBA Touring caravans have acquired cult status. They are notable for their low dead weight, compact
dimensions and low overall height, and their pop-top roof and superb roadholding characteristics are
legendary. The vehicles come with an exclusive equipment package which ensures both comfort and
maximum safety. A practical furnishing concept with a high-quality interior and an exclusive design –
in the living and sleeping area, kitchen and bathroom – make travelling with the ERIBA Touring an
unforgettable experience.

• Familia 310 Page 22
• Familia 320 Page 22
• Triton 410 Page 23
• Triton 418 Page 23
• Triton 420 Page 24
• Triton 430 Page 24
• Troll 530 Page 25
• Troll 535 Page 25
• Troll 540 Page 26
• Troll 542 Page 26
• Troll 550 Page 27

Perfect interior climate
thanks to pop-top roof
canvas window

Low fuel consumption
due to aerodynamic
front

Perfect roadholding
characteristics and
driving safety

Unique design principle
based on aircraft
engineering

1.95 m headroom
thanks to ERIBA
pop-top roof

Available in 2 different
exterior colours

Touring

ERIBA Touring
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Living area
and kitchen
Inspiring interior design
on wheels.

More space for preparation.
The side flap acts as a worktop
extension and combines with the
optional sink cover with chopping
board to make a large work surface.
A small-scale space sensation.
The ERIBA Touring with its poptop roof boasts a headroom
of 1.95 metres. The interior has a
very welcoming feel, with cleverly
designed furnishings in the
warm Trentino Pear Wood
furniture finish.

All seating areas can be transformed at a stroke into a comfortable bed. The spacious seat
boxes provide plenty of easily
accessible stowage space.

Stowage space galore.
All fixed beds open up wide and are kept
securely in position by spring struts. That
way the huge bed boxes are easily accessible –
both from inside the caravan and from outside
through the exterior locker door on the awning side (optional extra depending on model).

Touring

ERIBA Touring | Living area & kitchen

ERIBA Touring | Sleeping & bathroom
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Touring

Sleeping
and bathroom
Charming interior
concepts.
Everything in its place.
The bathroom is equipped
with a height-adjustable
mirror, a shelf with tensioning straps to store utensils, a
towel rail and a bench toilet.

Maximum sleeping comfort.
Travelling doesn’t have to mean
compromising on sleeping comfort:
in the ERIBA Touring, restful slumbers
are guaranteed thanks to cold foam
mattresses or optional innerspring
mattresses with soft drill covers.

22

Highlights:

Familia 310 – also available as

ERIBA Touring | Triton 410 & 418

Highlights:

Triton 410

•	Lightweight – perfect for small
towing vehicles

371
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•

421

•	2 seating areas; seating in rear can
be converted to large bed

•	Compact dimensions for optimal
roadholding characteristics
200

200

•	Fixed bed in rear, optionally also with
seating area in rear
•	Table for seating area can also be
attached to wheel arch outside – no
need for a separate camping table
•	Optional seat box extension for a
larger bed
•

•	As an optional extra, the rear seating area is also available with a
free-standing table and bedside table;
that way it can also be configured as
a U-shaped seating area
•

Spacious, open feel

•

Large wardrobe

•	Lightweight – perfect for small
towing vehicles

Kitchen with worktop extension

•

Familia 310

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

371 x 200 x 226 cm

740 kg

160 – 310 * kg

Single

Berths

Triton 410

Highlights:

Familia 320

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

421 x 200 x 226 cm

815 kg

185 – 485 * kg

Single

Berths

Highlights:
•	Fixed bed in rear, also optionally
available with seating area in rear

421

•	Compact dimensions for optimal
roadholding characteristics

•	Spacious, open feel
•	Large wardrobe
200

•	Kitchen and bathroom in front;
kitchen with plenty of storage space

200

Kitchen with worktop extension

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Triton 418

•	Lightweight – perfect for small
towing vehicles

371

Uprating to 1,300 kg

•	Large seating area in front
•	Uprating to 1,300 kg

•	Sideboard with refrigerator next to
entrance door – ideal storage surface

•	Kitchen with worktop extension

•	Seating area in rear can be converted
to a bed

Familia 320

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

371 x 200 x 226 cm

770 kg

130 – 280 * kg

Single

Berths

Triton 418

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

421 x 200 x 226 cm

825 kg

175 – 475 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Touring

ERIBA Touring | Familia 310 & 320
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Triton 420

Highlights:

Triton 420

1.000 kg [ 1.200 kg ]

Rubrizerung
ERIBA
Touring | Troll 530 & 535

•	Cosy seating area in front

471

•	Large seating area in rear, can be
converted to a bed

•	Large rear transverse bed with lots
of storage space underneath

•	Small sideboard with refrigerator right
next to entrance door, providing plenty
of storage space in the kitchen

•	Wardrobe with additional linen
cupboard

210

200

200

Highlights:

Troll 530 – also available as

•	Kitchen and bathroom in front

421

25

•	Bathroom with versatile storage
options

•	As an optional extra, the rear seating area can also be configured as a
U-shaped seating area

•	Optionally available with seating
area in rear

421

Triton 420

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

421 x 200 x 226 cm

875 kg

125 – 425 * kg

Single

Berths

Troll 530

Highlights:

Triton 430 – also available as

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

471 x 210 x 226 cm

985 kg

315 – 415 * kg

Single

•	Large refrigerator – compressor refrigerator cools down
uniformly even when it’s hot
outside

471

•	Fixed bed in rear with large storage
space underneath
•	Bathroom with optional shower package and plenty of storage options

210

200

Berths

Highlights:

Troll 535

•	Cosy seating area in front

421

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

•	Kitchen with worktop extension
•	Optionally available with seating
area in rear

•	Autonomy package, gas heater
with integrated boiler, warm air
circulation and 30 l fresh water
tank as standard
•	Kitchen with large drawers
•	Large rear transverse bed with
lots of storage space
•	Bathroom with versatile storage options

Triton 430

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

421 x 200 x 226 cm

885 kg

115 – 415 * kg

Single

Berths

Troll 535

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

471 x 210 x 226 cm

1,020 kg

280 – 380 * kg

Single

Berths

Touring

ERIBA Touring | Triton 420 & 430
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Troll 540

Highlights:

Troll 540

1.300 kg –1.400 kg

ERIBA Touring | Troll 550

•	Fixed bed in rear

471

•	Seating area in rear can be converted
to a large bed

•	Small shelf area /sideboard next
to bed

•	Optionally available with removable
table and bedside cabinet

•	Generous seating area with optional
seat box extension, making up to
4 berths

210

210

210

Highlights:

Troll 550

•	Seating area in front

471
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•	Bathroom with versatile storage
options

•	Large seating area with additional
shelf space in front

•	Large wardrobe
•

471

•	Large wardrobe

Kitchen with worktop extension

•

Kitchen with worktop extension

•	Optionally available with seating
area in rear

Troll 540

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

471 x 210 x 226 cm

1,025 kg

275 – 375 * kg

Single

Berths

Troll 550

Highlights:

Troll 542 – also available as

•	Single bed layout – early birds
can get out of bed without disturbing
late risers

210

471

•	Particularly large storage space
under the beds
•	Cosy seating area in front –
optional socket packet provides
double USB socket
•	Kitchen with worktop extension

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

471 x 210 x 226 cm

1,045 kg

255 – 355 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

A cult caravan
celebrates its birthday
The ERIBA Touring “60” Edition.
The absolute highlights of this unique travel companion, which features first-class fixtures and fittings,
are plain to see: the distinctive two-colour paintwork and an attractive equipment package.
The lower section of the smooth metal is finished in Crystal Silver, and the upper section in Carrara White.
The matching bicolour rims are perfectly colour-coordinated.
The same is true of the “Grand Oak” furniture style collection. The bright, modern oak furniture finish has
been beautifully combined with white, high-gloss locker doors and chrome handles. The harmonious overall
appearance is rounded off by the plain-coloured Janeiro or Cusco fabrics, which are transformed into truly
eye-catching features by their sophisticated, modern button design. Unparalleled seating comfort is ensured
by the comfortable cushions, which feature a high backrest and lumbar support. The work surfaces and
tabletops are also modern and yet easy to keep clean: an anti-fingerprint coating has been applied to them.
For more information, visit www.eriba.com

Troll 542

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

471 x 210 x 226 cm

985 kg

315 – 415 * kg

Single

Berths

*

Touring

ERIBA Touring | Troll 540 & 542

ERIBA Feeling & Nova Light
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Compact comfort for the
discerning customer.
Perfect for serious travelling coupled with home comforts: the light and nimble ERIBA Feeling and
ERIBA Nova Light. The compact ERIBA Feeling is notable for its low chassis and boasts a spacious interior
and pleasant climate thanks to the pop-top roof. The ERIBA Nova Light impresses with its generous
headroom. And its extremely low dead weight means it can take any amount of luggage. Cosy seating
areas and berths ensure a superior standard of living and sleeping comfort.

• Feeling 425 Page 34
• Nova Light 425 Page 34
• Feeling 442 Page 35
• Nova Light 442 Page 35
• Nova Light 465 Page 36
• Feeling 470 Page 37
• Nova Light 470 Page 37

Thorough insulation
thanks to proven
PUAL design

Perfect interior climate
thanks to pop-top roof
canvas window in
ERIBA Feeling

Low fuel consumption
due to curved body

1.95 m headroom
thanks to
ERIBA pop-top roof
in ERIBA Feeling

Travel-friendly thanks
to compactness and
manoeuvrability

Optional pop-top roof
for 2 people in
ERIBA Feeling

Feeling & Nova Light

ERIBA Feeling and
ERIBA Nova Light

30
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Living area
and kitchen
Perfect home comforts
in a compact caravan.
Dine in style.
The seating area of the
ERIBA Feeling 425, shown
here in the fabric combination
Fayon, provides plenty of space
to enjoy a meal in company.

Functional holiday kitchen.
The compact kitchen of the
ERIBA Nova Light 442 has
everything you need for
a carefree holiday.
The feel-good factor.
With its fresh, modern decor,
the ERIBA Feeling gives you a
pleasing sense of space and
makes a sporty travelling companion you can go anywhere
in the world with.

Feeling & Nova Light

ERIBA Feeling & Nova Light | Living area & kitchen
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Feeling & Nova Light

ERIBA Feeling & Nova Light | Sleeping & bathroom

Rest and relaxation.
Compact outer dimensions in combination
with high quality fittings:
twin beds in the Nova
Light 442 with multizone cold foam mattresses and removable
drill covers.

Sleeping
and bathroom
Timeless modern design
with no compromises.

Multifunctional bathroom.
The spacious compact bathroom
is notable for its multifunctionality,
and includes a modern Thetford
toilet in the ERIBA Feeling 425. The
open shelves are secured with
tensioning straps. A shower can
also be fitted on request.

34

Highlights:

Feeling 425

ERIBA Feeling & Nova Light |

Highlights:

Feeling 442

•	Compact dimensions

486

35

442

•	Cosy single beds

546

•	Large kitchen with generous storage
space

•	Pop-top roof as standard, optionally
available with bed, making up to
5 berths despite low overall vehicle
height

217

217

•	Lightweight

•	Fixed bed in rear with generous
storage space and easy access from
inside and out

•	Plenty of storage space under
generous beds
•	Also available optionally with pop-top
roof with berth for 2 people
•	Low overall height
•

•	Large seating area in front

Large work surface in the kitchen

•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

•	Kitchen with small sideboard
•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

Feeling 425

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

486 x 217 x 224 cm

990 kg

210 – 510 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:

Nova Light 425

Feeling 442

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

546 x 217 x 224 cm

1,070 kg

230 – 430 * kg

Single

•	Large kitchen with generous storage
space

•	Headroom without pop-top roof
217

217

•	Kitchen with small sideboard
•	Fixed bed in rear with generous
storage space and easy access from
inside and out

Nova Light 425

*O = optional extras

Axle

486 x 217 x 257 cm

1,020 kg

180 – 480 * kg

Single

•	Headroom of 1.98 m without poptop roof
Large work surface in the kitchen

•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

Payload / O*

•	Plenty of storage space under
generous beds

•

•	Large seating area in front

Mass in
running order

*

•	Cosy single beds

546

•	Lightweight

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Berths / O*

Highlights:

Nova Light 442

•	Compact dimensions

486

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Berths

Nova Light 442

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

546 x 217 x 257 cm

1,095 kg

205 – 405 * kg

Single

Berths

Feeling & Nova Light

ERIBA Feeling & Nova Light | 425
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Highlights:

Nova Light 465

ERIBA Feeling & Nova Light |

Highlights:

Feeling 470

•	Large bed in rear for 2 people

486

37

470

•	Single beds in rear, can be converted
to large double bed with optional
roll-up slatted frame

526

•	Cosy dinette in front next to kitchen
designed with practicality in mind

•	Cosy seating area in rear

•	Generous feeling of space yet
compact in size

217

225

•	Large wardrobe

•	Pop-top roof as standard, optionally
available with bed, making up to
5 berths despite low overall vehicle
height

•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating
•	Headroom 1.98 m without poptop roof

Nova Light 465

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

486 x 225 x 257 cm

1,065 kg

135 – 435 * kg

Single

Berths

Be the first to hear all our news

•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

Feeling 470

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

526 x 217 x 224 cm

1,050 kg

250 – 450 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:

Nova Light 470

•	Compact dimensions

526

•	Lightweight

217

HYMER on the web and in social media.

•	Single beds in front, can be converted
to large double bed with optional
roll-up slatted frame
•	Large wardrobe
•	Cosy seating area
•	Compact kitchen
•	Tabletop and work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

Want to know more about us?
On our website you’ll find everything there is to know
about HYMER: company history, model overviews, detailed
information and much more. Want to be friends? We are
now also active on social media channels. Check us out at
hymer.com and on our Facebook or Instagram channels!

•	Headroom 1.98 m without poptop roof

Nova Light 470

facebook.com/HymerEribaUK

instagram.com/hymer
*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

526 x 217 x 257 cm

1,100 kg

200 – 400 * kg

Single

Berths

Feeling & Nova Light

ERIBA Nova Light | 465

ERIBA Living

39

Eriba Living
Light and compact: the perfect
caravan for the whole family.
With its chic design and attractive colour scheme, the ERIBA Living will delight both the young and
young at heart. The living area radiates a cosy, homely atmosphere, and the sleeping area is so
comfortably designed that caravanning fans of all ages will feel at home here. The bunk beds in the
ERIBA Living make it very child-friendly, and there’s plenty of storage and shelf space to help you
keep things tidy. The ERIBA Living – in short, the ideal caravan for the whole family.

• Living 470 Page 44
• Living 471 Page 45
• Living 485 Page 45
• Living 525 Page 46
• Living 555 XL Page 46
• Living 560 Page 47
• Living 565 Page 47

t
Sturdy vehicle body in
lightweight design

GRP coating for weather
and hail protection

Large payload
reserves

Smooth metal
optional

Optional pop-top roof
for 2 people

No snaking
thanks to the
anti-sway coupling

Living

• Living 425 Page 44

ERIBA Living | Living area & kitchen

40

41

Rubrizierung

Living area
and kitchen

Living

Perfect home comforts
in a compact caravan.

Mobile apartment.
Your mobile apartment offers top-class living
comfort and an astonishing amount of space
within a compact exterior. As for the location,
the choice is yours!

Practical stowage space.
The generous overhead lockers in the attractive Grand Oak furniture finish are equipped
with high-gloss, chrome-coloured handles.
Numerous open shelves offer even more storage potential.

Clearly arranged.
The compact kitchen of the ERIBA Living has everything you need for a
carefree holiday. The generous drawers keep your kitchen equipment
clearly organised.

High-spec refrigerator.
The lockable 142-litre refrigerator has an integrated 15-litre freezer
compartment plus flexible shelf inserts and can be run on 12 V,
230 V or gas.

ERIBA Living | Sleeping & bathroom

42

43

Rubrizierung

Sleeping
and
bathroom
Living

Delightful accommodation for the whole family.

Sleep like royalty.
The large transverse bed at the front of the
Living 525 gives you lots of room to spread out
and ample storage space underneath.

Storage space galore.
The large storage box under the double bed in the Living 485 is easily
accessible both from inside and outside via the 100 x 40 cm exterior
locker door at the side.

Extra berth.
The large fold-down bed above the seating area in the Living 555 XL
can be infinitely adjusted, providing you with lots of space despite the
compact vehicle dimensions.

100% family-friendly.
The bathroom in the ERIBA Living is ideal for families, with practical
fittings so you can tidy away all your bits and pieces quickly and easily.

ERIBA Living | 425 & 470

Rubrizierung
ERIBA
Living | 471 & 485

44

Living 425

Living 471

Highlights:

Living 425

1.300 kg – 1.700501kg

45

Highlights:

Living 471

1.300 kg – 1.700555kg

•	Compact vehicle offering maximum comfort

[

]

•	Compact vehicle offering maximum comfort

•	Dinette with large table in
the rear
223

223

220

220

•	Table/work surface with easy-toclean anti-fingerprint coating

•	Single beds at front on small
platform (for large storage
space and through-loading
compartment)
•	Dinette with large table in
the rear

•	Kitchen with large drawers
•	Bathroom with lots of storage
space and optional shower
fittings

501

•	Table/work surface with easy-toclean anti-fingerprint coating

555

•	Bathroom with lots of storage
space and optional shower
fittings

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

501 x 223 x 261 cm

1,062 kg

138 – 638 * kg

Single

Living 470

Berths / O*

Living 471

1.400 kg – 1.800 kg615

[

]

Payload / O*

Axle

555 x 223 x 261 cm

1,144 kg

156 – 556 * kg

Single

1.300 kg – 1.700 kg591

[

]

*

•	Generous U-shaped seating
area with large table in rear
•	Spacious refrigerator with
freezer compartment

• 	Queen-size bed accessible from
both sides with separate wardrobes

•	Table/work surface with easy-toclean anti-fingerprint coating

230

230

•	Table/work surface with easyto-clean anti-fingerprint coating

•	Generous and easily accessible
storage space under the bed

•	Large window in the bedroom
•	Spacious refrigerator with
freezer compartment

615

Berths / O*

Highlights:

Living 485

•	Dinette with large table in
the rear

233

Mass in
running order

Living 485

Highlights:

Living 470

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

233

Living 425

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

•	Wardrobe and linen cupboard

591

•	Closet and small sideboard
next to entrance

•	Bathroom with lots of storage
space and optional shower
fittings

•	Separate toilet with optional
shower fittings

•	Optional pop-top roof for
2 extra berths

Living 470

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

615 x 233 x 261 cm

1,224 kg

136 – 576 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Living 485

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

591 x 233 x 261 cm

1,212 kg

148 – 488* kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Living

•	Optional pop-top roof for
2 extra berths

ERIBA Living | 525 & 555 XL

Highlights:

Living 525
[

•	Optional pop-top roof and 3-tier
bunk bed
233

•	Bathroom with lots of storage space
and optional shower fittings

Living
Living
560
560
1.600
1.600
kg kg
– 2.000
– 2.000
kg kg

[ [

•	Optional pop-top roof and 3-tier
bunk bed

] ]

•	Spacious refrigerator with freezer
compartment
•	Separate shower room/toilet with
optional shower fittings
•	Table/work surface with easy-toclean anti-fingerprint coating

•	Table/work surface with easy-to-clean
anti-fingerprint coating
•

677

250
250

230

•	Spacious refrigerator with freezer
compartment

590

Highlights:

Living 560

•	Compact vehicle for the whole family

]

47

250

Living 525

1.300 kg – 1.700 kg590

Rubrizierung
ERIBA
Living | 560 & 565

46

•	Kitchen with large drawers and
generous work surfaces

677
677

Kitchen with large drawers

•	Folding slatted frame and large
garage door in rear for storage space

•	Folding slatted frame and large
garage door in rear

Living 525

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

590 x 233 x 261 cm

1,235 kg

125 – 465 * kg

Single

Living 555 XL

Living 555 XL
1.600 kg – 1.800 kg

•

624

Berths / O*

*

Living 560

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

677 x 250 x 261 cm

1,423 kg

177 – 577 * kg

Single

Highlights:

Living 565

Extra-high body (headroom 208 cm)

1.400 kg – 1.800 kg 638

[

]

•	Optional pop-top roof and 3-tier
bunk bed

•	Large fold-down bed above the seating area can be infinitely adjusted
233

230

232

232

•	Spacious refrigerator with freezer
compartment

•	Folding slatted frame and large
garage door for perfect access to
storage space

624

*

Highlights:

Living 565

•	Children’s room with separate seating
area and linen cupboard

Berths / O*

•	Kitchen with large drawers and
generous work surfaces

638

•	Large U-shaped seating area

•	Table/work surface with easy-toclean anti-fingerprint coating

•	Wardrobe and linen cupboard

•	Spacious refrigerator with freezer
compartment

•	Generous and easily accessible
storage space under the bed

•	Table/work surface with easy-to-clean
anti-fingerprint coating

•	Bathroom with lots of storage space
and optional shower fittings

•	Seating area with easy-to-access storage space thanks to folding cushions

Living 555 XL

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

624 x 232 x 274 cm

1,365 kg

235 – 435 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

Living 565

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

638 x 233 x 261 cm

1,366 kg

134 – 434 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Living

•	Large and cosy seating area

ERIBA Exciting
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ERIBA Exciting
Plenty of freedom for families.
The ERIBA Exciting delights with its chic design and attractive colour scheme. The living and sleeping
area are practically equipped and radiate a homely atmosphere. The flexible berth arrangement
(featuring bunk beds in 2 of the models) makes the ERIBA Exciting very child-friendly. The innovative
raum+system allows an optimal use of space while ensuring maximum comfort and even more freedom of movement. The numerous storage spaces are completely unencumbered by plumbing and
wiring. The ERIBA Exciting: the ideal caravan for the whole family.

• Exciting 470 Page 54
• Exciting 471 Page 54
• Exciting 485 Page 55

Exciting

• Exciting 530 Page 55

LED rear lights with
hybrid technology

Optional pop-top roof
for 2 people

High payload

Family caravan with
up to 9 berths

Perfect access to
storage spaces

Clear stowage spaces
thanks to cable ducts

ERIBA Exciting | Living area & kitchen

50

Rubrizierung

51

Living area
and kitchen
Room for
individuality.

Cosy atmosphere.
The large front seating area in the
Exciting 530 combines the Calvi
fabric design with the Noce Cognac
furniture finish for a sophisticated
ambience.
Comfortable seating.
In the ERIBA Exciting – here in
the Calvi fabric combination –
you sit on comfortably upholstered seats with lumbar and
knee support.

Exciting

A great combination.
The 3-burner cooker/sink combination has a safety pilot, is easy
to clean and does not take up
too much space in the front.
For easier cooking, the worktop
surface can be increased as
required using the worktop extension.

ERIBA Exciting | Sleeping & bathroom

52

53

Rubrizierung

Sleeping
and bathroom

Exciting

Delightful accommodation
for the whole family.

Sleep comfortably.
Generous twin beds with plenty of storage space above in
the overhead lockers. The wardrobes are very spacious.
Large play and lounging area.
With the aid of an optional slatted frame, the twin beds
can be quickly and easily turned into a large play and
lounging area for the whole family.

Small is beautiful!
Everything you need in the smallest
of spaces, while the Noce Cognac
and Alaska White furniture finish
gives you a feeling of spaciousness.

54

Highlights:

Exciting 470

ERIBA Exciting | 485 & 530

•	Cosy U-shaped seating area in rear

568

•	Large bed in front with generous
storage space

2 wardrobes

•	Large windows in sleeping area –
enjoy the sunrise in bed

•	Large raised refrigerator
230

230

•

Highlights:

Exciting 485

•	Queen-size bed accessible from
both sides

614

55

•	Large kitchen drawers with plenty
of storage space for all your kitchen
utensils

•	Handy sideboard next to U-shaped
seating area
•	Large raised refrigerator

•	Bathroom with optional shower
package and external washbasin

•	Kitchen with large drawers and worktop extension

•	Easy-to-access storage space under
the seating area thanks to folding
cushions

•	Easy-to-access storage space under
the seating area thanks to folding
cushions

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

614 x 230 x 258 cm

1,330 kg

170 – 670 * kg

Single

Exciting 471

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:

Exciting 471

[

1.350 kg – 1.700567
kg

]

Exciting 485

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

568 x 230 x 258 cm

1,295 kg

205 – 405 * kg

Single

230

230

•	Single beds in front, can be easily
converted to large double bed with
optional roll-up slatted frame

563

*O = optional extras

*

•	Single beds in front, can be easily
converted to large double bed
with optional roll-up slatted frame

642

•	2 space-saving wardrobes cleverly
accommodated at the foot of the bed
•	Handy sideboard next to seating area

•	Large kitchen with optional
larder unit
•	Large raised refrigerator

•	Kitchen with folding worktop extension

•	Cosy U-shaped seating area

•	Dinette in rear with plenty of space
at the large table

•	Easy-to-access storage space
under the seating area thanks to
folding cushions

•	Easy-to-access storage space under
the seating area thanks to folding
cushions

Exciting 471

Berths / O*

Highlights:

Exciting 530

230

Exciting 470

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

567 x 230 x 258 cm

1,207 kg

193 – 493 * kg

Single

•	Single beds with through-loading
compartment for large and bulky
objects

Berths / O*

*

Exciting 530

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

642 x 230 x 258 cm

1,400 kg

200 – 600 * kg

Single

Berths / O*

*

Exciting

ERIBA Exciting | 470 & 471

ERIBA Nova GL & Nova SL
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ERIBA Nova GL
and Nova SL
Strikingly beautiful, beautifully practical.
The ERIBA Nova boasts unique comfort features and top functionality combined with excellent practicality.
The new multifunctional rear lights are an eye-catching feature, echoing the 3 bars of the ERIBA logo
when illuminated. The raum+system guarantees more space and freedom of movement within the same
dimensions. Highlights of the Nova generation include its outstanding body shell design, minimum bed
length of 2 metres, practical service installation systems and winter resistance. The ERIBA Nova GL/SL is
the ideal caravan for winter camping, thanks to features such as the PUAL high-tech body and frostprotected plumbing and wiring. In addition, the ERIBA Nova SL comes with a 51 mm thick GRP floor
and PU framed windows.

• Nova 465 GL Page 62
• Nova 470 GL Page 62
• Nova 485 GL/SL Page 63
• Nova 495 GL Page 63
• Nova 530 GL/SL Page 64
• Nova 540 SL Page 64
• Nova 541 SL Page 65
• Nova 545 GL/SL Page 65
• Nova 560 GL Page 66

PUAL body shell design:
optimal insulation,
absolute stability

More freedom of
movement with 1.98 m
headroom

raum+system:
for added
stowage space

Excellent insulation
thanks to 51 mm
sandwich floor

LED rear lights with
hybrid technology

Rounded or square
upholstery corners
(optional depending
on model)

Nova GL & Nova SL

• Nova 590 SL Page 66

ERIBA Nova GL | Living area & kitchen

58

Rubrizerung
ERIBA
Nova SL | Living area & kitchen

Home from home.
The ERIBA Nova 530 GL feels almost like your living room
at home with its ultra-comfy seating area in the bright
Grand Oak furniture finish.

59

What more could you wish for?
From the modern design down to the smallest equipment detail: the ERIBA Nova SL
leaves nothing to be desired when it comes to
creating an attractive living environment.

Nova GL & Nova SL

Living
area and
kitchen
Caravanning with
a touch of luxury.
A great combination.
The 3-burner hob/sink combination comes with a safety pilot, is easy to
clean and includes sufficient work surface at the front for food preparation.

Raised refrigerator.
The Nova SL has a raised Smart-Tower refrigerator with 146-litre capacity
and separate 12-litre freezer compartment.
Easy opening and soft closing.
The modern kitchen features drawers with Soft-Close function for storing
a range of kitchen utensils.

Convivial atmosphere.
The ambient lighting, supplied as standard,
makes for a cosy evening atmosphere –
perfect for getting together round the table,
as seen here in the Nova 590 SL.

Nova S Nova GL | Sleeping & bathroom
ERIBA

60

Rubrizerung
ERIBA
Nova SL | Sleeping & bathroom

61

Sleeping
and bathroom
Wellness oases for all
tastes and budgets.

Bath and shower.
The side bathroom in
the Nova 485 GL is
an oasis of well-being
and a real eye-catcher
too, featuring luxury
shower fittings and
fixed shower partitions
as optional extras.

Tasteful down to
the last detail.
In the bathroom cupboard, a clear and practical storage compartment layout keeps
everything well organised. Ideal for storing
various bathroom accessories and cosmetics –
as pictured here with
the optional luxury
shower fittings.

Sheer luxury.
A more luxurious
bathroom is hard to
imagine: elegant design,
high-quality materials,
smart storage and maximum functionality.

Nova GL & Nova SL

Secure storage.
The bathroom in the ERIBA Nova
530 GL boasts an array of open
and closed shelving and cupboards for secure storage of all
your items.

Just like home.
The removable, washable drill covers conceal high-quality cold-foam mattresses
that guarantee home-from-home sleeping comfort. Whether single bed or lounging
area, the ingenious bed conversion takes no time at all, and the Grand Oak furniture finish creates a pleasant ambience.

Charming single beds.
Just the thing for a restful night’s sleep: 2-metre-long single beds with cold foam mattresses, ergonomic wooden
slatted frame and removable drill covers. The two single beds can be transformed into an extra-large bed in an
instant via an optional roll-up slatted frame.

62

Nova 465 GL

Highlights:

Nova 465 GL

1.500 kg – 1.800 kg

ERIBA Nova | 485 GL + SL & 495 GL

Highlights:

Nova 485 GL & SL

•	Compact layout – all your creature
comforts within a minimal space

552

63

•	Large U-shaped seating area in front
with small sideboard

578

•	Generous feeling of space thanks to
clear view
•	Kitchen with separate shelf for coffee
machine

230

230

230
552

•	Large, raised refrigerator

•	Cosy U-shaped seating area

•	Cockpit kitchen with extra work
surface

•	Rear bathroom with external washbasin

•	Generous feeling of space

•	Small sideboard next to entrance
door with TV shelf

•	Optionally available with luxury
shower fittings for home-from-home
showering comfort

•	Upholstery available with rounded or
square corners (optional depending
on model)

Nova 465 GL

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

552 x 230 x 262 cm

1,320 kg

180 – 480 * kg

Single

•	Upholstery available with rounded or
square corners (optional depending
on model)

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

Nova 485 GL

578 x 230 x 262 cm

1,345 kg

155 – 655 * kg

Single

Nova 485 SL

578 x 230 x 262 cm

1,415 kg

185 – 585 * kg

Single

Berths

Highlights:

Nova 470 GL

•	Seating area in front

579

•	Slightly angled cockpit kitchen with
extra work surface

•	Storage facility for table next to
kitchen

230

230

•	Shelf surface above refrigerator

*O = optional extras

•	Single beds in rear can be converted
to large double bed with optional
roll-up slatted frame

•	Large wardrobe in rear

•	Generous feeling of space

•	Shower cubicle – home-from-home
showering comfort

•	Upholstery available with rounded
or square corners (optional depending
on model)

•	Large bathroom

Nova 470 GL

Berths

Highlights:

Nova 495 GL

•	Seating area in front with removable
table and bedside table, can be converted to a large double bed

554

•	Large bed with plenty of storage
space

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

554 x 230 x 262 cm

1,365 kg

135 – 435 * kg

Single

Berths

Nova 495 GL

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

579 x 230 x 262 cm

1,345 kg

155 – 455 * kg

Single

Berths

Nova GL & Nova SL

ERIBA Nova | 465 GL & 470 GL

ERIBA Nova | 541 SL & 545 GL + SL

64

Highlights:

Nova 530 GL & SL

Highlights:

Nova 541 SL

•	Large single beds in front with extra
shelf at head end – can be converted
to large double bed with optional
roll-up slatted frame

•	Large single beds in rear, can be
converted to large double bed with
optional roll-up slatted frame

627

•	Space-saving cockpit kitchen, slightly
angled to enable easy access to seating area

240

230

627

65

•	Large, raised refrigerator next to
kitchen

•	Large, raised refrigerator next to
kitchen
•	Cosy rear seating area

•	Front seating area with additional
small shelf

•	Upholstery available with rounded or
square corners (optional depending
on model)

•	Upholstery available with rounded
or square corners (optional depending
on model)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

Nova 530 GL

627 x 230 x 262 cm

1,435 kg

165 – 565 * kg

Single

Nova 530 SL

627 x 230 x 262 cm

1,495 kg

105 – 505 * kg

Single

Berths

Nova 541 SL

Payload / O*

Axle

627 x 240 x 262 cm

1,530 kg

170 – 470 * kg

Single

•	Space-saving cockpit kitchen, slightly
angled to enable easy access to seating area

•	Only 2.4 m wide despite generous
feeling of space

240

•	Large single beds in front with extra
shelf at head end – can be converted
to large double bed with optional
roll-up slatted frame

•	Large bed in rear with plenty of
storage space
•	Spacious, open feel

Nova 545 SL

•	Space-saving cockpit kitchen with
extra work surface, e.g. for a coffee
machine

612

•	Large, raised refrigerator

612

•	Large, raised refrigerator next to
kitchen

•	Upholstery available with rounded
or square corners (optional depending
on model)

240

•	Cosy rear seating area
•	Upholstery available with rounded
or square corners (optional depending
on model)

Nova 540 SL

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

627 x 240 x 262 cm

1,530 kg

170 – 470 * kg

Single

Berths

Highlights:

1.700 kg – 2.000 612
kg

•	Only 2.4 m wide despite generous
feeling of space

240

Mass in
running order

Nova545
545
Nova
GLGL

Highlights:
627

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

240

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Nova 540 SL

•	Space-saving cockpit kitchen, slightly
angled to enable easy access to seating area

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

Nova 545 GL

612 x 240 x 262 cm

1,470 kg

230 – 530 * kg

Single

Nova 545 SL

612 x 240 x 262 cm

1,520 kg

180 – 480 * kg

Single

Berths

Berths

Nova GL & Nova SL

ERIBA Nova | 530 GL + SL & 540 SL

ERIBA Nova | 560 GL & 590 SL
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Highlights:

Nova 560 GL

Nova 560 GL
1.700 kg – 2.000 kg

645

•	Rear bunk beds with optional 3-tier
bunk bed

[ ]

240

240

•	Folding slatted frame and large
garage door in rear
•	Large wardrobe and separate linen
cupboard
•	Dinette with table in the rear
•	Generous work surfaces

640

•	Spacious, raised refrigerator

Fahrsicherheitstraining
vonHYMER:
HYMER:
Driving safety training with

Safety
firstNummer
with
Mit
der
1
the number one!
auf Nummer Sicher.
HYMER is the first and only manufacturer to offer a dedicated safety training course
for motorhomes and caravans. And not just for HYMER, ERIBA or HYMERCAR drivers!
As the company that invented the motorhome, the safety of all motorhome enthusiasts
is our top priority. More information on dates and prices is available at:
https://www.hymer.com/en/driving-safety-training/

•	Large storage space at the front with
access from outside and inside

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

645 x 240 x 262 cm

1,540 kg

160 – 460 * kg

Single

Berths

Highlights:

Nova 590 SL

•	Large bathroom in rear and homefrom-home showering comfort

657

240

•	Large queen-size bed accessible from
both sides
•	Cosy U-shaped seating area in front
Nova GL & Nova SL

Nova 590 GL

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

•	Small sideboard with space for TV
(TV optional)
•	Large refrigerator
•	Closet next to entrance, with sideboard
•	Upholstery available with rounded
or square corners (optional depending
on model)

Nova 590 SL

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

657 x 240 x 262 cm

1,600 kg

100 – 400 * kg

Single

Berths

SAFETY TRAINING
*O = optional extras

ERIBA Nova S
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ERIBA Nova S
Premium design redefined.
The premium model ERIBA Nova S has a stylish look. The fully redesigned rear radiates sheer elegance.
In the interior, high-class materials and modern design harmonise with a superbly coordinated lighting
concept – and with all the style of a modern luxury suite! The proven raum+system is retained in the
ERIBA Nova S, providing systematic space optimisation. Like all caravans of the Nova model range, the
new flagship is fully winterproof, guaranteeing year-round camping enjoyment.

• Nova S 545 Page 74
• Nova S 620 Page 74
• Nova S 690 Page 75

raum+system:
for added stowage
space and functionality

GRP lightweight floor
(wood-free) 51 mm

More freedom of
movement with 1.98 m
headroom

LED rear lights with
hybrid technology

50-l underfloor
fresh water tank
(heated and insulated)

Nova S

PUAL body shell design:
optimal insulation,
absolute stability

ERIBA Nova S | Living area & kitchen
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Rubrizerung

Living area
and kitchen
Pure innovation for
discerning tastes.

Plenty of space to chill.
The redesigned interior in the elegant Velvet Ash furniture finish
creates a cosy yet luxurious living room atmosphere. With the seat box
cushions upholstered in the same fabric as the living area, the seating
area feels even more distinctive and spacious.

Cosy seating area.
The generous U-shaped seating area in the ERIBA Nova S 545
is ideal for relaxation and cosy get-togethers, with indirect
light sources for a pleasant ambience.

Stylish wall cladding.
The redesigned kitchen of the ERIBA Nova S with gloss
finish surfaces and wall cladding in high-quality acrylic
glass is extremely chic and stylish. Even complicated
5-course meals are no problem at all thanks to the optional stove, oven and grill tray.

Nova S

High-quality pull-out drawers.
The large, sturdy pull-out drawers
and cutlery compartment with
Soft-Close mechanism provide plenty
of space for all your crockery and
cutlery. The drawers and pullout compartments can be readily
removed in one easy step.

ERIBA Nova S | Sleeping & bathroom
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Rubrizerung

Sleeping
and bathroom
High quality of life
on the move.

Nova S

Comfy bed.
The large fixed bed
in the rear of the
ERIBA Nova S 545
provides comfortable sleeping quarters for two. Above
the bed is a standard double-glazed
panoramic roof vent
with LED lighting.

Stylish wet room.
The vanity unit with
its modern, floral
design provides a
stylish surround for
the Cool Glass
washbasin.

Luxury shower fittings.
Optionally available for all
ERIBA Nova models: the luxury
shower fittings with fixed partitions, shower head and waterresistant bathroom surfaces.
All bathrooms are equipped
with a bench toilet.

ERIBA Nova S | 545 & 620
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Highlights:

Nova S 545

ERIBA Nova S | 690

Highlights:

Nova S 690

•	Only 2.4 m wide despite generous
feeling of space

612

75

•	Large XL U-shaped seating area
in front

755

•	Small seating area in centre – enough
space for guests
250

240

•	Large bed in rear with plenty of
storage space
•	Spacious, open feel
•	Space-saving cockpit kitchen with
extra work surface, e.g. for a coffee
machine

•	Coffee machine pull-out tray
•	Large, raised refrigerator

•	Large, raised refrigerator

•	Spacious larder unit

•	Coffee machine cleverly stowed away
in the kitchen to save space

•	Large bed with plenty of storage
space underneath

•	Large XL U-shaped seating area
in front

Nova S 545

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

612 x 240 x 279 cm

1,590 kg

210 – 410 * kg

Single

•	Large kitchen with generous shelf
areas

•

Berths

Nova S 690

Sideboard next to entrance

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

755 x 250 x 275 cm

2,040 kg

460 – 760 * kg

Twin

Berths

Highlights:

Nova S 620

•	Large bathroom with home-fromhome showering comfort

691

240

•	Concealed closet next to entrance,
with sideboard
•	Large U-shaped seating area
•	Generous kitchen with plenty of
worktop surfaces and additional folding worktop extension
•	Large, raised refrigerator

•	Coffee machine cleverly stowed away
in the kitchen to save space

Nova S 620

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in
running order

Payload / O*

Axle

691 x 240 x 275 cm

1,850 kg

450 – 650 * kg

Twin

Berths

Nova S

•	Large single beds in rear, can be
converted to large double bed with
optional roll-up slatted frame

ERIBA Service |
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Upholstery & furniture finishes

The interior
at a glance
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Real leather

Fabric and leather design,
carpet and wood finishes.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

26

27

Carpets

Soft furnishings

Wood finishes
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Soft furnishings

Real leather

Carpets

Wood finishes
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= Standard equipment

= Optional extra

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Meria

Calvi

Grazia

Tortora

–

Marcala

–

–

Seramon

–

–

Janeiro

–

–

Cusco

–

–

Cristallo

–

–

Santorin

02

–

Tokyo

01

–

Pico

–
–
Samoa

–
–
Fayon

–
–
Leano

–
–
Maraldi

Nova SL
Nova S

– = Not available
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17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
Grand Oak

–
–

Velvet Ash

–
–

Palatino
Apple

–
–

Noce
Cognac

–
–

Chiavenna
Walnut

–
–

Trentino
Pear Wood

Nova GL

–
–

Samara

–

Roma

–

Tomino

–

Exciting

Grigio

Living

–

Napoli

Touring

25

ERIBA Service

01

ERIBA Service |
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Optional extras
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Optional extras
Want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? You’ll find a wealth of attractive extras to choose
from. Here are just a few of them – your ERIBA dealer will be happy to inform you about the complete range.

Space for bicycles
The optional bicycle rack accommodates
2 bikes securely on the drawbar, and folds
back easily to allow access to the front
storage area.

Luxury shower fittings
Thanks to optional luxury shower fittings
including fixed shower partitions, waterproof
surfaces and high-quality shower head, you
can now enjoy a good shower just like at
home.

Optional extras may not be available for every model.

A real head-turner

An individual touch

Pure comfort

City water connection

The striking appearance of the
ERIBA alloy rims further enhances the stylish overall look.
In spite of their light weight,
they also permit a substantially
higher payload.

The optional premium drawbar
jockey wheel with integrated
load indicator enables quick and
easy reading of the caravan’s
drawbar nose load.

The optionally available neck
rests are exceptionally comfortable. They can be easily inserted
behind the upholstered seating
as required and are equally easy
to remove.

The ideal solution for luxury
caravanners: the city water connection gives you direct, easy
access to this precious resource.

Panoramic view

Autonomy package

Practical ski flap

Multimedia package

Enjoy the best views thanks to
the large panoramic roof. It
makes the interior feel even
more light and spacious. This is
where you can make the most
of the sun during the day and
the star-studded sky at night.

With the optional autonomy
package you can enjoy unconditional freedom and independence: the 12V power pack for
your ERIBA keeps electrical appliances (e.g. refrigerator) going
without a direct power supply.

It is well worth equipping your
caravan with the additional ski
flap. This is just the thing for
tidying away all kinds of equipment, from snowboard and
skis for your winter holidays
to the awning in summer.

With the ERIBA multimedia
package, you can enjoy a film
on the 22-inch flat screen
television with top image and
sound quality, which is available as an optional extra.

Room at the top

Roof awning

Cooker

Safe gas connection

The optional ERIBA pop-top
roof with berth brings you
closer to the stars. It offers
an additional sleeping area –
without having to convert the
seating area – and also gives
you a fantastic view.

The optionally available articulated awning offers optimal
sun and rain protection. This extremely lightweight and elegant
awning fits compactly to the
curve of the roof without making the caravan any wider.

With the optional cooker, you
can prepare meals just like at
home. Includes oven, 4-burner
hob and grill tray.

The handy external gas socket
with shut-off tap is ideal for
barbecuing in front of the vehicle. That way you can connect
your gas barbecue directly to
the tap drawing from the gas
bottle at the front.
ERIBA Service

Special solutions to customise your van.

ERIBA Service |
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HYMER Original Parts & Accessories
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HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories
Discover our wide range of innovative solutions that are available in the categories interior, exterior,
chassis system, travel and transportation. With HYMER Original Accessories, you can rest assured you’ve
made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories are not available direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively
via your HYMER dealer. You can find the full range of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories online at
https://www.hymer-original-zubehoer.com/en

Tailor-made for the winter

The classic 2.0

The winter tarpaulin specially designed for the ERIBA Touring is a
perfect fit and can be attached in just a few minutes. It is made of a
breathable, light and especially strong material.

A cosy extra berth for children can be conjured up in next to no time
with the ERIBA Touring child’s bed.

The HYMER E-Bike

Always to hand

Space for bicycles

Lock out the cold

Travel is always in fashion

The HYMER E-Bike by FLYER gives you even more mobility while on
holiday. Based on the Flogo model with a conveniently low, easymount frame and 250-W Panasonic motor, the e-bike fits easily into
the rear garage thanks to its compact size and smart handlebar and
pedal folding mechanisms. You’ll be impressed by its high-quality
craftsmanship and excellent handling, not to mention the generous
warranty, e.g. 10 years for the frame.

The rotary clothes dryer developed especially for the ERIBA fits
perfectly onto the rear manoeuvring handle. Made entirely of stainless
steel, it is easy to assemble and absolutely stable. Available for all
ERIBA models.

Specially designed for the ERIBA Touring,
the tow bar bicycle rack securely accommodates 2 bikes, and folds back easily to allow
access to the gas locker.

The ERIBA Touring and Feeling pop-top roof
insulation means you can still use them even
in winter. Attached with Fidlock magnets.

Enjoy being active and discovering new places?
Wherever your journey takes you – there is
the perfect outfit from HYMER.

An invitation to dream away

Light and shade

For a perfect retro look

Roof awning with LED

The HYMER slumber set consists of the following: 1x HYMER per
formance duvet, 1x HYMER performance pillow and matching
bed linen in migratory birds or paisley patterns (including a com
plementary cushion).

Extending out 3 metres, the ERIBA Touring canopy provides lots of
shade and extra living space. It can also be supplemented with front
and side sections.

The high-gloss hubcaps from the ERIBA Rockabilly special model really
cut a dash with their unique appearance and are the perfect match for
the retro look of the ERIBA Touring model range. Their nostalgic look
makes them a real alternative to alloy wheels. Mounting the hubcaps
is incredibly easy – they are simply snapped into place. Furthermore,
corrosion is not an issue thanks to their stainless steel design.

The extremely lightweight articulated awning with integrated LED
light fits compactly to the curve of the roof without making the
caravan any wider. The optionally available side and front sections
offer additional protection from sun, wind and rain. A dimmer is
also available for the awning lighting.
ERIBA Service

A perfect match.
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HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles
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HYMER dealer and service network

HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles

At your side,
all over the world

Peace of mind for up to 5 years.

HYMER dealer and service network.

For all vehicles
registered
in Germany.
ES
INCLUD
OUR
Y
MOBILIT E!
TE
N
A
R
A
U
G

From Denmark to New Zealand – for anyone with an interest
in HYMER vehicles there is always an expert partner nearby
to help you fulfil your motorhoming dreams. Our numerous
international dealers are waiting to welcome you to the world
of HYMER vehicles and caravans – all around the globe.
In Europe, you will find a particularly dense network of dealers
and service providers.

Benefits for motorhomes and camper vans:
From € 549 (incl. insurance tax and roadside assistance)
Claim limit € 10,000 per year
Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

Benefits for caravans:
From € 249 (incl. insurance tax)
Claim limit € 5,000 per year
Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

The HYMER roadside assistance guarantee:

Travel safely:

We’ll keep you on the road no matter what. Our mobility warranty
is an integral part of the extended warranty for new vehicles for motor
homes and camper vans. Whatever happens, you can count on us to
keep you moving – throughout Europe and the Mediterranean. You benefit from our comprehensive benefits package and our 24-hour service.

You’ve found your dream leisure vehicle, and we want you to enjoy it!
We are one of the first in our industry to offer an extended warranty
for up to 3 years, so that you can continue to travel safely and with the
same peace of mind even after the initial warranty period has expired.
In the event of any claims, our partner Europ Assistance will guarantee
a top-level, unbureaucratic service and cover any costs as outlined in
the warranty conditions.

Roadside assistance benefits:
• Breakdown assistance
• Vehicle recovery
• Additional expenses/ taxi
• Replacement vehicle

• Getting home or continuing
your journey
• Hotel accommodation
• Returning your vehicle
• Cash advance
• Information service

Further details on our roadside assistance guarantee can be found
in your warranty documentation.

UP TO 3 YEARS
NEW VEHICLE
EXTENDED WARRANTY

This makes it easy to get a first impression of the various
models and arrange a test drive. Naturally, you can also hire
or purchase your dream vehicle and register for the included
mobility warranty. Are you looking for innovative solutions
in the area of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories? Once
again, your local HYMER dealer will be happy to assist you.
We look forward to your visit!

Warranty benefits:
Flexible and long-term warranty
Guaranteed protection against unexpected repair costs
Up to 3 years extended warranty on all major components of
your motorhome, camper van or caravan, including bodywork
Europe-wide coverage around the clock
Consistent quality standards at our certified partner garages
Increased value of your leisure vehicle
Professional and rapid claim management
Roadside assistance guarantee for motorhomes and camper vans

You can find your nearest dealer online:
https://www.hymer.com/en/service-and-accessories/dealer-search.html
ERIBA Service

ERIBA Service |
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HYMER service and efficiency
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HYMER-Händlerschulungen
HYMER
dealership training

Ensuring you reach
every destination

Your satisfaction
is our motivation

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories.

Regular training at HYMER.

We want our customers to enjoy their HYMER motorhome
for the entire life of the vehicle. For this reason, in 2012 we
introduced a concept that was a real industry first: a close-knit
supply network called HYMER Original Parts & Accessories. In
other words, we established a unique type of customer service
that is available for all model ranges at any time and without
any complications – and is still going strong today.

The benefits for our customers are impressive to say the least.
For example, you can obtain spare parts for your vehicle within
24 hours, and our supply guarantee gives you 10 years of absolute
peace of mind when it comes to quickly sourcing parts to maintain
vehicle operability. Are you a new customer? Then simply relax
in the knowledge that you are fully covered from day one thanks
to our extended warranty for new vehicles.

Top-quality customer service has always been one of the cornerstones of our corporate philosophy. We also convey this to our
dealers who cater to the individual needs of our customers
worldwide. With this in mind, we have been providing regular
and comprehensive training for the workshops in our inter
national dealer network for more than 20 years. At the same
time, our customer service employees also receive regular
specialist training. As a HYMER customer, you should always be
able to depend on receiving unbeatable service.

The training courses take place on our company premises over
several days. Theoretical and practical knowledge is provided
in German, English, French and Italian for our international
dealers. Freelance experts also take part in our training courses
to ensure they can provide our customers with precise costings, thereby guaranteeing a smooth process in the event of
insurance claims for damage and repairs.

24 – 48

50 –100

300

Delivery time in hours throughout Europe

Average distance in km to the nearest
HYMER dealer

Number of HYMER service partners
and dealers worldwide

10,000

45,000

210,000

Area of HYMER warehouse in m²

Number of different spare parts available
in warehouse

Deliveries per year

ERIBA Service

The figures speak for themselves:

ERIBA Service |
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HYMER first-hand

Explore Bad Waldsee
on a tour

1st and 2nd place in the CARAVANING readers’ poll 2018:

Thanks to all
our loyal fans!

Take an exclusive guided tour of the HYMER factory.
HYMER’s long and distinguished history began back in 1957 with the development of the ERIBA original “Troll”. With tremendous
passion and bright ideas, many successful motorhomes have been developed in Bad Waldsee since then. HYMER is now the market
leader in Europe and the first choice for those who want to go on amazing journeys with a companion of the highest calibre.
We’d like to invite you to come and visit our site to see our high standards for yourself. Take a tour of our factory in Bad Waldsee
and discover HYMER’s success story first-hand. Take a peek behind the scenes of production at HYMER and visit the Erwin Hymer
Museum. More than 80 historical caravans and motorhomes are showcased in a permanent exhibition covering over 6,000 square
metres. We look forward to your visit!

Experience
H Y ME R
first-hand!

We don’t simply produce fantastic
caravans. Our customer service
is also excellent.
Find out more from
page 76 onwards.

CARAVANS

DES JAHRES

2018

ERIBA Touring Category L – Entry-level and compact class

What you can expect from the guided tour of the HYMER factory
Whether on your own, in a group or just passing through – are you interested in taking a thorough and thrilling look at our production facilities?
We’ve got the perfect package for you.

Basic package

Extra services that can be booked

Can be booked for individual people at a fixed price; groups by
arrangement.

90-minute guided tour of the Erwin Hymer Museum, max. 20 people.

Costs: € 8.50 for adults and € 4 for children (6–18 years old)

Costs: € 80 (in German), € 100 (in English)
Special interest tours on request.

You can find an overview of available dates at: www.hymer.com
All other packages can be booked for groups by arrangement.

Premium package

Gourmet package

Basic package plus admission to the Erwin Hymer Museum.
Costs: € 17 for adults and € 8.50 for children (6–18 years old)

Premium package including 3-course meal in the museum restaurant.
Costs: € 28 for adults and € 8.50 for children (6–12 years old)

All information and details also available at: www.hymer.com

CARAVANS

DES JAHRES

2018

ERIBA Nova SL Category P – Superior und luxury class

Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out.
We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract,
please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about the current product
and series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not
supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press –
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5 %) are possible
and permissible.
This data complies with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer
will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the standard
scope of delivery.
Copyright © 2018 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee
www.eriba.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram:

